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Abstract: It has been a challenge to visualize in nature some concepts from abstract subjects such as 10 
mathematics and philosophy. Irrationality is certainly among the least comprehensive. This essay 11 
aimed to propose that irrationality is simply an illusion resulting from the human inability to grasp 12 
the full nature of reality, rather than actual continuity flaws in the fabric of existence. There are 13 
three major arguments: (1) human senses have limitations and these are likely to be extended to the 14 
intellect, (2) there are no observable existential discontinuities in everyday experience, and (3) some 15 
rational phenomena have irrational components. These arguments point towards the existence of a 16 
physical existence of irrational quantities or distances, visible to the human eye but not fully 17 
comprehended through arithmetic abstraction. 18 
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1. Introduction 21 
The notion of quantity is important for comparisons and decision-making, and numbers have 22 

been using as abstract tools to represent amounts, relationships or orders of objects across 23 
civilizations since the dawn of civilization [1]. The role of numbers was decisive for the development 24 
of virtually any field of activity requiring quantification or organization of items, from engineering 25 
to business, education, computer science, communication and many other fields. Natural numbers 26 
are perhaps the most comprehensive because it is easy to associate them to very intuitive operations 27 
involving everyday objects. This is the certainly reason why common curricula of mathematics first 28 
introduce natural numbers to students and later the contents become more complex. 29 

It is challenging to introduce the concept and properties of negative and irrational numbers, 30 
particularly when it comes to preventing the prior knowledge of natural numbers from 31 
undermining the comprehension about the irrational [2,3]. Indeed, this problem seems to transcend 32 
mathematics if the numbers are meant to represent the objective reality. The concept of irrationality 33 
requires a level of abstraction that defies the everyday experience of the common citizen. For 34 
instance, the human mind cannot visualize π oranges or e American dollars, although it is possible 35 
to estimate these values. 36 

What if the problem is essentially biological? What if irrationality is just an illusion created by 37 
the human mind rather than a property inherent to nature? In other words, what if irrational 38 
quantity is part of the objective reality but the human mind lacks the intellectual framework to 39 
perceive it? If reason is taken as a component of the cognitive system [4], it should be reasonable to 40 
admit that it presents flaws just like any other. It would perhaps be naïve to assume that a common 41 
human being has the ability to fully perceive the nature of reality. 42 

This is a brief discussion on what irrationality represents, why it is not completely determined 43 
by the human mind as a finite element, and most importantly, why it might simply be an intellectual 44 
mechanism to ensure harmony between humans and their niche in the fabric of reality. 45 

 46 
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2. Proposition 47 

This essay proposes that irrationality is a human inherited illusion resulting from the ability to 48 
survive with no need to completely understand the nature of reality. This thesis rested upon three 49 
major arguments: human limitations, existential continuity and the relationship between the rational 50 
and irrational. These arguments are inter-related as some examples can illustrate more than one 51 
argument. Yet, it is important to discuss each argument separately for the sake of clarity and 52 
objectivity. 53 

Before going any further, it is important to keep two things in mind: 54 
 This essay is focused on the concept of irrationality according to the set theory of mathematics, 55 

using irrational numbers as examples, to facilitate the discussion and prevent any 56 
misunderstanding. These numbers apparently cannot be obtained by dividing two integers 57 
because they result in infinite quantity of digits when represented in positional numeral 58 
systems [5]. Thus, the current definition of the term “irrationality” is not synonymous with the 59 
inability to make wise decisions, ignorance or “dumbness”; 60 

 Irrationality shall not be confused with some concepts currently poorly understood just because 61 
of their complexity. For instance, millennium challenges are not really irrational because it is 62 
believed that they will eventually be solved. As far as mainstream science indicates, numbers 63 
like π or e present infinite decimal places and it would be impossible or even unnecessary to 64 
determine their exact value. Boldly stating, they are rationally inconceivable by the human 65 
mind and they are unlikely to ever be fully determined if intelligence never goes beyond the 66 
current state. 67 

3. Arguments 68 

3.1. Human limitations 69 
If several animals do not exhibit the ability to solve certain logical operations apparently simple 70 

for humans, we might as well be unable to attain certain levels of intelligence. Irrationality has been 71 
identified numerous times but never completely deciphered, possibly because of the way the human 72 
mind works. Human senses are known to present limitations. For instance, eagles have better visual 73 
acuity, dogs have a more capable olfactory system and bats have the ability to emit and detect some 74 
sounds unintelligible for the human audition. These animals have abilities literally superhuman, 75 
capable of obtaining more precise and accurate information of certain components of reality in 76 
relation to hominids. This fact would be enough to consider that humans might not have the full 77 
notion of the surrounding reality, but paradoxes further reduce the human potential to integrally 78 
understand the existential matrix. For example, the concept of infinity has been associated with 79 
several paradoxes throughout history [6] because the experience shows plausibility for both finitude 80 
and infinitude. On one hand, the experience shows that everything has a limit but on the other hand 81 
the intuition consistently asks what comes after the end. Such incapacity to understand complex 82 
concepts like infinity or irrational numbers, combined with the limitation of human senses, certainly 83 
castrates humanity from the aptitude to truly understand how reality is. 84 

But it is important to understand that limited intellect does not imply inability to survive. It 85 
does not seem entirely necessary to understand the irrational to be able to comprehend its effect in 86 
the surrounding reality and use it for our benefit, the same way we cannot touch a flame but it is 87 
essential since the dawn of civilization. There are also several plants with healing effects from which 88 
the active compounds have still not been isolated. Sometimes the priority is to “embrace” the 89 
mystery rather than unravel it. Indeed, the intellect’s incapacity to completely understand the 90 
irrational may increase the probability of survival by limiting the acquisition of irrelevant 91 
information. Otherwise, humans and many other living beings would be unable to thrive as far as 92 
they did. From a Darwinian point of view, human attributes can be a combination of characteristics 93 
assuring its niche [7], and this logic seems applicable to all range of agents making up the existential 94 
matrix. From bacteria to plants and animals, all living beings seem adapted to their specific 95 
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environments and such adaptation is certainly not restricted to physical features. The instincts and 96 
even intelligence are perhaps also optimized to their respective niches. 97 

What if we tend to have just the minimum requirements for survival? It would make sense if 98 
this time we consider a more Lamarckian perspective. According to Jean Baptiste Lamarck, a certain 99 
trait becomes prevalent among a species as the organisms use it more frequently [8], and one should 100 
expect as result that the dominant traits of a species is the one it has mastered over time. 101 
Unnecessary or obsolete traits end up disappearing or never existing in the first place. Regardless if 102 
one explores a Darwinian or Lamarckian perspective, it is reasonable to presume that the current 103 
average level of intelligence among humans is what humanity needed so far for survival or, in 104 
general, for people’s necessities, basic or not. 105 

Recent studies suggest that the overall intelligence quotient (IQ) has been increasing 106 
considerably (the Flynn effect) [9,10], possibly due to the development of science and technology, 107 
and consequent exposure to increasingly demanding intellectual challenges. This can explain the 108 
high awareness of the contemporary intellectual limitations including the concept of irrational 109 
components in the fabric of reality. Moreover, this increase in intelligence is perhaps the reason why 110 
old mathematical challenges such as Catalan’s, Kepler, Poincaré conjectures have been solved 111 
recently in considerably short time span [11-13], though in some cases the development of powerful 112 
tools such as computation might have played a role. Thus, the limited perception of the irrational 113 
does not seem to be a limiting factor for human survival but the current application of concepts such 114 
as π and e in science and engineering fields shows how important they are and they might become 115 
understood in more depth or even in plenitude in the future. 116 

In summary, the argument of human limitations suggests that the intellect present limitations 117 
just like any other physical feature including the senses. The mind is “blind” for irrationality the 118 
same way the eyes and ears cannot capture some frequencies, and the nose cannot smell some 119 
chemicals. It also takes in consideration the fact that all animals seem to exhibit limited intellect. As 120 
animal, the human species is not likely to be an exception.  121 

3.2. Existential continuity 122 
From a human perspective, irrationality is like a continuity anomaly in the otherwise coherent 123 

logical reasoning. It can be compared to a vault with hidden lock: it can be located, its surroundings 124 
can be understood but its content remains a mystery. The reason why it exists is also unknown and it 125 
just demonstrates how limited the human mind is. Irrationality’s undefined nature is perhaps why it 126 
is object of speculation, where frequently people tend to believe is located the “fire from which 127 
comes the smoke of existence”. This tendency to associate all superstitions to the irrational as part of 128 
a “great common truth” is quite similar to the way individuals use a trash bin: any unsettling thing is 129 
dropped there to clean up the environment and it provides certain comfort, at least temporarily. But 130 
this mentality resembles the anecdote about two men who believed to be namesakes because they 131 
could not remember their names. For instance,  and e are both irrational but they are not the same 132 
number as far as the current understanding shows. 133 

It is important to notice that irrationality does not seem to compromise the integrity of existence 134 
or human affairs, since it is possible to live aware or not of it. It might mean that irrationality results 135 
from human limitations, rather than flaws in the absolute reality. Otherwise, would it not result in 136 
some form material instability? In other words, irrational quantities and relations are perhaps 137 
existing phenomena in nature but the human mind is simply “blind” for them, the same way eyes or 138 
ears cannot perceive certain electromagnetic waves. For instance, if we fill up a 4 L jar at some point 139 
we have to cross  L (approximately 3.14 L). The water does not seem to skip  L and our vision will 140 
not show a gap at that point, e L, √2 L or any other of the several infinite decimals between 0 L and 141 
4L (at least intuitively or according to the observable experience). Furthermore, if the jar is full the 142 
intuition does not suggest that the quantity of water is any less than 4L. It appears acceptable to 143 
conclude that the full quantity of water is visible, including the irrational component of the volume. 144 
One could argue that the particular irrational values are reflected in quantities so small that the 145 
naked eye is incapable of detecting, but if the quantities form a continuum of infinite values, the 146 
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combined quantity of irrational values would be impossible to ignore. Indeed, it would be a Zeno’s 147 
paradox [14] and theoretically we could never fill up the jar. 148 

The problem of irrational quantities seems intellectual rather than physical. Only the idea of the 149 
location of a particular irrational volume is not fully intelligible for the human mind. Anyway, no 150 
tool currently available would be capable of setting or measuring such kind of quantity if we assume 151 
that material world is composed by particles and the irrational quantities have infinitely decimal 152 
nature. In this case, irrationality is an intellectual illusion, or otherwise the paradox would be even 153 
more complex. For instance, assuming that every point in space is at a  distance of several other 154 
points around yet the human mind has the ability to perceive it, it means that only the concept of , 155 
not the material world or the  distance itself, is unintelligible. Furthermore, given r as the radius of 156 
a circumference, it would be impossible to visualize its area (r2) or perimeter (2r) because both are 157 
products of , but circles are among the most recognizable shapes in nature. 158 

If the concepts of geometric irrationality were projected to the objective world, there would 159 
probably be more frequent noticeable continuity errors or incoherent forms. Instead, reality is so 160 
coherent that several literati support the theory of intelligent design [15]. Indeed, the infinite nature 161 
of the irrational might be the glue assuring the continuity between the discreet units of rationality. 162 
Thus, irrationality seems to be mostly an idea “haunting” logical objects or operations, with no 163 
perceptible representation in the objective reality. Perhaps human senses (vision, audition, olfaction) 164 
or their cognitive paths are set to somehow mask such incoherencies as a defense mechanism to 165 
ensure the mental integrity and ultimately our survival. In other words, our inability to comprehend 166 
the irrational might be a mental adaptation to the environment. From this perspective, every animal 167 
would have its own profile of rationality set to work according to its niche and the true shape of 168 
nature might even not be fully understood by any creature. 169 

In summary, this argument states that irrationality is an illusion because several particles 170 
mathematically classified as irrationally positioned in relation to some reference position or quantity 171 
are still clearly detectable as parts of the observable reality. There are no continuity lapses in reality 172 
due to irrational quantities and positions. Maybe the senses or even the intellect masks such gaps to 173 
allow them to thrive in an otherwise nonsensical world. 174 

3.3. Irrationality within the rational world 175 

It is perhaps impossible to know how far the irrational affects the nature of reality because it is 176 
incomprehensible by definition. The value of irrationality can only be perceived through its 177 
occurrence in nature’s important components or phenomena, sometimes in very elegant concepts 178 
such as the proportion between the perimeter and diameter of a circumference, or its participation in 179 
highly organized patterns such as spirals and trigonometric relations. Trigonometry is a cornerstone 180 
to understanding oscillations or waves and its application ranges from music and seismology to 181 
cardiology or any other discipline recurring to functions with repetitive or periodical dependent 182 
variables. One can state that nature is like a very well crafted fabric with hidden finish. 183 

How can irrationality be part of very simple shapes such as circles, spirals, waves, the 184 
hypotenuse of a triangle rectangle with 1 as cathetus, or even the pattern at which microbes grow 185 
(calculated through natural logarithms) [16,17]? Considering the chaos theory [18], should not 186 
irrational elements originate even less comprehensive elements? The latter question certainly has 187 
flaws (e.g. non-visible cells form well-known organisms) but it is worth wondering why simple 188 
shapes result from such obscure concepts. But the lack of knowledge on what the irrational really is 189 
opens up the possibility that they might be either too complex or very simple, and if the latter is true 190 
perhaps the currently known combination between irrational quantities or proportions among them 191 
or with rational ones do not originate enough chaos to result in incomprehensible phenomena. Or 192 
perhaps the rational component of nature, not being infinitely small, ends up dominating the matrix 193 
of reality the same way an extremely diluted solution of sugar barely shows any sweetness. In any 194 
case, irrationality is present in rational shapes and elements as an integrant part of nature. 195 

The mysterious nature of the irrational opens space to speculation. For instance, which other 196 
aspects of reality and how much it affects? Despite of the “objective” irrational determined through 197 
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the logical subjects developed so far such as arithmetic or algebra, are not there more irrational 198 
elements as relevant for existence as we know it? And even the already known forms of irrational, 199 
how can humanity some day realize the full impact on reality if our mind is unable to copiously 200 
understand them? Furthermore, what can result in reality from their combination? And if the 201 
irrational is compared to a tunnel in which we enter but never find the end, which “ghosts” are 202 
hidden in its “darkness”? There is no shortage of speculations around these questions but it seems 203 
reasonable to assume that whichever answers come to surface, nature is built up with participation 204 
of truly irrational proportions, measures and quantities. 205 

In summary, there are irrational components of the rational reality and their concepts seem 206 
inseparable (e.g. perimeter of a circumference requires  to be calculated). Thus, irrational elements 207 
have exact “size” in nature or even in the abstract realm. Thus, reality does accommodate the 208 
irrational and the human mind is the factor preventing us to accurately visualize the true nature of 209 
irrationality.  210 

4. Conclusion 211 
The current discussion suggests that irrationality is an intrinsic human trait, resulting from the 212 

inability to fully grasp reality. As far as it seems, irrationality is not a constraint to everyday life of 213 
the common men, operating as a hidden component of the objective reality. Irrationality appears to 214 
be more relevant for academics, engineers, philosophers and other professionals dealing with 215 
abstract subjects. It is possible to imagine that it was possible to live a healthy and “fulfilled” life 216 
even when virtually the entire humanity was not aware of the irrational, at least at the current level 217 
of abstraction. Moreover, several other living beings with no record of the human level of intellect 218 
have shown the ability to perpetuate their existence. 219 

Assuming that human limitations are likely to be not only physical but also intellectual, the 220 
material world does not show existential intervals of continuity even though logic proposes their 221 
existence, and irrational proportions, quantities, distances and sizes are integral part of the rationally 222 
known reality, it is reasonable to assume that irrationality is a human illusion misrepresenting the 223 
totality of the surrounding existence. 224 
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